Please join me in congratulating Sandra Madha as the recipient of the AP Employee of the Month for August!

Fun facts about Sandra:
- Sandra was born in Toluca, Mexico
- She moved to Los Angeles when she was 20 years old
- She loves to stay active and exercise!
- Sandra loves to travel!
- She likes to spend time with her daughter – Yasmine (14), her husband – Jacob, and her mom – Virginia
- Her favorite part about working at UCLA is the feeling of accomplishment after a day of focusing on patient care!

A little more about Sandra:
- She is a histotechnologist II in the Histology Department
- Sandra has been at UCLA for 9 years!
- She volunteered to provide coverage for organizing and filing blocks on a daily basis while we were short-staffed
- She established a new protocol in order to expedite filing blocks in a safe and consistent manner

In your own words:
- “She always performs her assignments within established time frames and proceeds in helping others with no hesitation.”
- “Whenever I call, she is so helpful!”
- “Her sections are great!”
- “She always remains calm even in stressful situations.”
- “She greets everyone who visits the histology department with a smile.”
- “She never stops working!”

Sandra’s team-first attitude is felt throughout the department. She carries out CI-CARE principles on a daily basis. She is a leading example of the Cultural North Star initiative as she comes to work to “make an impact!”

If you see Sandra around campus, please congratulate her on this achievement! This announcement will also be presented on a poster in the A7 corridor of CHS. Come check it out!